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Strange things Stamp Collectors Save
Stamp collectors are savers. We save not only stamps, but articles about stamps,
old catalogs, and old price lists, just to name a few things. The list can go on forever
because no two collectors are
the same.
Recently a donation of stamps to
Stamp Collecting Clubs For Kids
included a very old price list
(1910)for stamps, offered for
sale by a dealer in New York
City named Joseph F. Negreen.
In the notes at the bottom of the
cover, he indicates that any
order under 50¢ would have to
pay an additional 2¢ for postage.
Negreen also states that his
inventory of United States
stamps is “one of the largest”
and is valued at over
$50,000.00.
In addition to stamps of the
United States, Negreen offers
stamps from many other
countries, including numerous
“dead” countries – countries that
today no longer issue stamps
under the same name. Also
offered are packets of stamps,
coins, and a variety of stamp
and coin collecting supplies,
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including hinges (10,000 hinges for 60¢) and stamp albums,(Modern Postage Stamp
Album, 275 pages, 2,200 illustrations, spaces for 12,000 stamps: $1).
Looking at the prices (retail)
are quite eye opening.
United States Scott #1 was
offered in mint condition for
$2, 60¢ used. (Current
Scott catalog value: mint
$6,000, used $350.
The $5 Columbian
Exposition was offered at
face value - $5 ! Used - $4.
Current Scott catalog value:
mint $2,300, used $1,150.
Looking at the prices in
bygone eras can give a
stamp collector a
connection with our
stamp collecting
ancestors. If they had
not saved these
stamps, the stamps
would not be here now
for us to enjoy!
Stamp Collecting Clubs
for Kids is a 501(c)(3)
organization.
Donations are greatly
appreciated and if $10
or more you will be sent
a.written receipt.

You also can donate via PayPal on our website - www.stampcollectingclubsforkids.org
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